REQUIREMENTS
PHOTO REQUIREMENTS:
 9,5cm x 14,5cm (portrait) x1
 7cm x 9,5cm (portrait) x1

CONSUMABLES REQUIRED:
 VersaMagic Chalk Ink – Cloud White
 Brilliance Ink – Starlight Black
 Sanding block
 Dimensional Glaze/Glossy Accents

Make sure you have cut all the pieces required for the double layout first, as this layout
uses some of the off-cuts
CUTTING GUIDE (all measurements are width x height)
Celebr8 “FULL BLOOM” Collection
PATTERN: COVER SHEET
 Fussy-cut required elements
PATTERN: PP6701 FULL BLOOM
 15cm x 30,5cm (cut from left side)
PATTERN: PP6702 SHINE BRIGHT
 9cm x 26cm (off-cut from double layout)
PATTERN: PP6703 HAPPINESS
 Quote/border strip

PATTERN: PP6704 CHERISHED
 6cm x 27cm (off-cut from double layout)
(woodgrain side)
PATTERN: PP6705 BLESSED
 Sheet 1: Fussy cut all required elements
PATTERN: PP6706 GRATEFUL
 Sheet 1: Fussy cut tabs & circle elements
 Sheet 2: 15cm x 30,5cm (cut from left side)
CARDSTOCK: PP6707 & PP6708
 15cm x 15cm (large green block)
 10cm x 15cm blocks (x2)
 7,5cm x 10cm blocks (x1)

Instructions to complete the layout:
1.
2.

Use a sanding block to sand all the edges of patterned papers, photo mats and fussy-cut images.
Prepare your chipboard elements: Apply Grey (Starlight Black) ink to all the selected chipboard
words. Apply White chalk ink to the other required chipboard elements & frame. Allow to dry.
3. I recommend using a sheet of plain 12x12 white cardstock as your background page – you can
adhere all the cut papers on these white sheets. Alternatively, use tape to adhere the pieces
together at the back, making sure that your page size stays 12x12.
4. Adhere GRATEFUL paper to the left side of the cardstock background sheet and FULL BLOOM
paper to the right.
5. Adhere CHERISHED (woodgrain) piece, approx. 1cm from the left side & 1,5cm from the top.
6. Adhere SHINE BRIGHT (green) piece approx. 2,5cm from the left side & 3cm from the top.
7. Adhere GREEN cardstock block (15cm x 15cm) to the right, approx. 2,5cm from the top and flush
against the right edge.
8. Adhere small GREEN DOT photo mat to the left side, approx. 3cm from the left & 6cm from the
bottom, tucking tab under the left side and a mini tag under the top.
9. Adhere the 3 border strips: wavy, plaid zig-zag & quote, to the centre of the layout. The quote strip
should be placed right next to the GRATEFUL patterned paper. Tuck a piece of diamond
chipboard just under the zig-zag border before sticking down completely. Also add small flower
cut-outs.
10. Adhere chipboard frame to the plaid 10x15 block, and add to the right side of the layout, adding
10x15 peach block underneath the bottom right, slightly offset. Also adad cut-out tab to the right
side of the photo mat.
11.

12. Raise bracket cut-out with foam tape and adhere to the bottom right of layout, adding another
piece of the diamond chipboard under the right side.
13. Add chipboard words as per picture.
14. Use the remaining fussy-cut elements, metal charms and pearls to add embellishment to your
layout, raising some elements with foam tape for extra dimension.
Hope you have enjoyed completing this layout 😊😊
Love,

